Abstract One of the challenges of rescue robotics is to create range imager. These features are used by the decision making robots that can autonomously traverse rough, unstructured terrain. processes on the robot in order to decide on the appropriate Although mechanical engineering can produce very capable robots, action to take in order to traverse the terrain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Doing so would result in the robot being trapped. However,
One of the challenges of rescue robotics is to create robots when driven with care, it is often possible to traverse the that can autonomously traverse rubble and rough terrain at a terrain. Thus it is a good test for autonomous agent systems disaster site. Mechanical engineering can help in this regard that are to sense the terrain and drive carefully. and competitions like RoboCup Rescue see many very capable Our primary sensor for terrain characterisation is the CSEM designs for the purpose of traversing rough terrain on a scale SwissRanger SR-3100 range imager [4] . This camera-like seen in search and rescue environments. However, mechanics device provides a 176x144 array of pixels, each pixel being alone won't drive a robot. a distance value with a field of view of approximately 400.
Much of the terrain that rescue robots can be expected to Compared to stereo vision, this 3D data is low in distortion, operate in consists of highly unstructured features that cannot dense and invariant to lighting and surface texture. Unlike be easily classified into traversable or non-traversable, even scanning lasers, the whole field of view is sensed in one go. if they could be identified. At a human scale, this would be An XSens MTi heading-attitude sensor allows us to rotate the like scrambling over a rocky seawall where the traversability 3D data to the horizontal and provides an estimate for yaw.
of the various rocks is neither obvious nor constant. This traversability would also depend more heavily on the ability of B. Related Work the human (height, flexibility, strength, etc.) than in the case Several groups have tackled the issue of 3D terrain represenof walking along, say, a forest path.
tation, mostly for autonomous road vehicles. In our applicaOur aim is to create robots that are able to traverse these tion, the size and complexity of obstacles can be considerably highly unstructured terrains. We use NIST Random Stepfields greater. It is not unusual for our robot to need to drive over [2] as an analog for real rubble. Stepfields are designed to multiple obstacles that are comparable to the size of the robot be easily reproduced, and yet behave in a similar way to itself. Our focus is on how to drive over these obstacles rather real rubble. To standardise difficulty, NIST publishes a set of than simply classifying and avoiding them.
randomly generated patterns in various sizes. Our experiments Representations such as those used in [6] process pointare run on NIST Red stepfields which consist of blocks around clouds sensed at a particular instant and do not make use 90mm per side and up to 400mm high. This paper describes of an ongoing map. Obstacles are segmented based on their the development of a set of features that can compactly deviation from the driving surface, which need not be level represent the terrain around the robot, as sensed by the robot's or flat. The thresholding of these deviations is governed by these planes. These features were recorded along with the actions that an expert driver took when the features were recorded and the result fed into a bagged decision tree gener-problems. Bolts and other fittings on the sides of the robot can ator in order to produce rules that could control the robot. get caught on terrain features, thus protrusions in the terrain Although we had some success with this representation that brush along the sides of the robot must also be detected. in traversing stepfields, there were terrain characteristics that Our feature representation takes a two level approach. First, were important but were lost in the feature representation. a terrain model is formed. This consists of discrete blocks When an expert drives a robot over stepfields, specific features in a fixed sized grid covering a particular area around the such as ruts and ridges in the terrain can be just as important robot. In order to find a grid that best fits the important as protrusions and overall "lay of the land". However, our pre-features in the terrain, the grid should be aligned with the vious representation often missed these features. The operator dominant features in the terrain. This avoids problems where was also not able to specify particular regions of interest or dominant features, such as holes, become "smudged" between particular features to look for and thus a channel for providing grid cells and maximises the amount of information that additional information to the system was not exploited. Our can be conveyed without resorting to a finer grid or multinew representation seeks to address this issue and enables a resolution representations, both of which increase complexity much richer set of features to be developed. and training time. As a feature, the pattern of blocks in the Many features, like ruts and ridges, have dominant direc-terrain model are reasonably robust and unique and thus can tions. These features are important because they can heavily also be used to estimate the robot's motion, as demonstrated in influence the behaviour of the robot. Tracks and wheels can Figure 1 . While the grid is a simplification of the terrain that become stuck or the robot "railroaded" by ruts and ridges is seen in real disaster sites, this approach can be generalised that lie close to the direction of travel. Those same ruts and based on established image registration techniques adapted to ridges are less dangerous when they lie across the direction of deal with range images. travel. Holes and tall obstacles can also cause ground clearance This terrain model is then used as input into a set of block feature detectors. These detectors flag the presence or absence of a set of predefined features such as "Gap smaller than the robot in front", "Large blocks about to hit the side of the robot" and so-on. Thus, block features are patterns found in the blocks of the terrain model. In the complete absence of any dominant direction, the terrain model becomes a standard discrete grid that can still detect patterns, holes and protrusions.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of our feature extractor is split into (a) three sections. First the raw range and attitude data is processed and a pointcloud and heightfield generated. The dominant directions of terrain features are then extracted, the terrain model formed and successive sets of terrain models combined to provide a map that includes portions of the terrain that are no longer visible, in a process similar to Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping. Finally, a set of block feature detectors is applied to the terrain model to produce the final set of features.
A. Processing Range Data
The SR-3100 provides a 176x144 pixel range image. The front of the robot body, visible in the range image, is masked out and sharp edges filtered to remove edge artifacts. The result is smoothed slightly to reduce noise. The resulting data is projected into a pointcloud, which is then rotated by the pitch and roll of the robot as detected by the heading-attitude sensor. This process is shown in Figure 2 . We have found that Ygrid r.
parameter space that happen to lie on many edge pixelsthese instances correspond to patterns that are actually present. j 1xr
Each entry in parameter space also stores a list of pixels thatI contributed to it, allowing the exact locations of contributing pixels to be determined. We treat the heightfield as an imagel and the shape we (c) (d) wish to find is that of a 2D square grid of a set cell size and Fig. 4 . The process of finding the dominant grid pattern through a set of infinite extent but with unknown position (Xgrid, Ygrid) and edge pixels. See text for a full explanation. orientation 0. These three parameters are bounded by the cell size for Xgrid and Ygrid (moving an infinite grid by one gridcell is equivalent to no motion) and [0, 7/2] for 0. We discretise position into steps of 6mm to match the heightfield, and rotation to 1°. We use grid cells of 90mm (15 steps) per side to match the size of blocks on the Random Stepfields. This provides us with a three dimensional parameter space accumulator of size 90x15x15 entries.
An angle, 0, and edge pixel are first chosen. The closest distance y between a line at the desired angle passing through the edge pixel and the origin at the lower left corner is found.
The corresponding column in the accumulator is given by Ygrid = (y mod cellsize) and all entries in this column for the selected angle are incremented. This is shown in Figure 4(a) . Next, the closest distance x between the origin and a line perpendicular to the desired angle is found. The corresponding row in the accumulator is given by Xgrid = Fig. 5 . The 3D parameter space accumulator, sliced along the 0 axis into 90 (x mod cellsize) and all entries in this row for the selected separate 2D accumulators where the horizontal and vertical axes are Xgrid angle are incremented. This is shown in Figure 4 Given the dominant grid orientation and position, edge cells that fail to cover a sufficient number of points in the pixel thae donith grid ca be ftou nd. Th aaof tedg heightfield or contain too much variation are unlikely to be heightfield that contributed to that grid can then be segmented. clean blocks and are removed. The resulting terrain model is This enables the segmentation of multiple features that are shown in Figure 6 and consists of a discrete set of blocks of not standard gridcells apart. For each area found, the corre-known height, orientation and position relative to the robot. sponding grid is overlaid onto the original heightfield and a
Once the robot has created several terrain models over a weighted average of the points in the heightfield within each period of time, they can be used to determine the movement cell computed to find the estimated height of that cell. The of the robot and build a terrain map. Two terrain models are weighting is biased towards the center of each cell to reduce matched by inspecting all possible matches and calculating a match quality for each. For a given match, the heights of the 'By using the heightfield instead of the raw range image we avoid problems blocks in the two terrain models are shifted by the centroids with variations in angle and height of the range imager.
of the matching blocks to remove the effect of the robot Although the matching is performed at a coarse level, the not need to use all of them all of the time. In the above location of the robot relative to the terrain model is continuous. example, the "hole in front" feature detector would not be used Thus the error in the match is the error in the grid position and if there was an obstacle detected in front of the robot. Also, orientation. These terrain models are then merged, providing during training, examples are shown to the operator, who can the block feature detectors with information about the terrain explicitly define feature detectors based on those examples. underneath and around the robot. Figure 1 demonstrates the To create feature detectors, first we drive the robot over result of merging a number of terrain models. the stepfield by teleoperation and record data from the range C. Block Feature Detectors imager and heading-attitude sensor. In order to keep the relationship between the observed situation and the resulting It is possible to supply the blocks of the terrain model them-action consistent, we drive the robot by taking a given action selves as input into a machine learning program. However, the for one second, then stopping and recording a set of data state space that would result would be so large that the amount from the robot's sensors, in preparation for the next action. Of training examples required would be excessive, especially The robot was driven in a similar way for our previous sets since training examples for these types of learning problems of experiments with considerable success and doing so also need to be recorded from real robot runs.
removes the need to account for the robot's momentum. grid results in grid cells containing points from two or more [8] Nicolas Vandapel, Daniel Huber, Anuj Kapuria, and Martial Hebert. blocks. The error is minor so only a few points from adjacent "Natural terrain classification using 3-d ladar data". In IEEEInternational blocks appear in each cell but an excessive number will skew Conference on Robotics and Automation, April 2004.
[9] Carl Wellington and Anthony (Tony) Stentz. "Online adaptive roughthe average. Most of the errors seen were due to this.
terrain navigation in vegetation". In Proc IEEE Intl Conf on Robotics The evaluation of the block feature detectors is more diffiand Automation, April 2004. cult as it depends on the skill of the operator and the sensitivity
